For better utilization of computing resources, it as important to consider parallel programming environments in which the number of available processors varies at runtime. In this paper, we discuss runtime support for data parallel programmang in such an adaptive environmernt. Executing data parallel programs in an adaptive environment requires redistributing data when the number of proces.sors changes, and also requires determining new loop bounds and t'ommunication patternu,for the new set of processors. We have developed a ruritirlne library to provide this support. We also present performanc,e results for a mnltiblock Navir:r-Stokes aolwer run on (I network of workstations using PVM for. message passing. O w c'zperiments show that if the number of processorv t s not varied frequently, the' cost of data redistribution is not significant compared to the time required for thv actual computations.
Introduction
In most existing parallel programming systems, each parallel program or job is assigned a fixed number of processors in a dedicated mode. Thus, the job is executed on a fixed number of processors, and its execution is not affected by other jobs on any of the processors. 'This simple model often results in relatively poor use of available resources. A more attractive model would bp one in which a particular parallel program could use a. large number of processors when no other job is waiting for resources, and use a smaller number of processors when ot.her. jobs need resources. There h i s been an increasing trend toward using a network of workstation?+ for parallel execution of programs. A workstation usually has an individual iwnCr or small set of users who would like to have sole use of the machine a t certain times. IIc)wever, when thv individual users of workst.ations arc: not logged in, these workst,ations can bc used for ewcuting a parallel application. When the, individual user of a workstation returns, the application must bf, adjusted either not to use the workstation at all or to use very few cycles on the workstat.ion.
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We refer t o a parallel programming environment in which the number of processors available for a given application varies with time an adaptive parallel programming environment. The major difficulty in using an adaptive parallel programming environment is in developing applications for execution in such an environment. In this paper, we address this problem for distributed memory parallel machines and networks of workstations.
A commonly used model for developing parallel applications is the data parallel programming model, in which parallelism is achieved by dividing large arrays between processors and having each processor work only on its local data. We have developed a runtime library for developing data parallel applicatrons for execution in an adaptive environment. There are two major issues in executing applications in an adaptive environment:
0 Redistributing data when the number of available processors changes during the execution of the program and, 0 Handling work distribution and communication detection, insertion and optimization when the number of processors on which a given parallel loop will be executed is not known at compiletime.
Our runtime library, called Adaptive Multiblock PARTI (AMP), includes routines for handling the two tasks we have described. This runtime library can be used by compilers for data parallel languages or it can be used by a. programmer parallelizing an application by hand. In this paper we describe our runtime library. In a separate report, we also discuss how this library can be used by compilers of High Performance Fortran (HPF) like languages to provide automatic support for adaptive parallelism [6]. We present experimental results on an application parallelized for adaptive execution by inserting our runtime support by hand. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the programming model and model of execution we are targeting. In Section 3, we describe the runtime library we have developed. In Section 4 we present experimental results for using the library to parallelize a Navier-Stokes solver run on a network of workstations using PVM for low-level message passing. In Section 5, we compare our work 0 The adaptive program does not remap immediately when the system load changes and, 0 When the program remaps from a larger number of processors to a smaller number of processors, it may continue to use a small number of ( ycles on the processors it no longer uses for computation.
If an adaptive program has t o remapped from a larger number of processors to a smaller number of processors, this can be done by redistributing the distributed data so that processors which should no longer be executing the program do not own my part of the distributed data. T h e SPMD program will continue to execute 011 all processors. We refer to a process that owns distributed d a t a as an actrvt process and a process from which all data has been removed as a skeleton process. A processor owning an active process is referred to as an actzue processor and similarly, a processor owning a skeleton process is referred to as a skeleton processor A skeleton proceS.sor will still execute each parallel loop in the prograiii. However, after evaluating the local loop bounds to restrict execution to local data, a skeleton processor will determine that it does not need t o execute any iiixations of the parallel loop, All computations involving writing into scalar variables will continue to be t xecuted on all processors.
If the program is allowed to execute for a short time after detecting that remapping needs to be done, the remapping can be substantially simplified In our model, the adaptive program is marked with remap pornts. These remap points can be specified by the programmer if the program is parallelized by hand, or may be determined by the compiler if the program is compiled from a single program specification i e.g. using an H P F compiler). Wr allow remapping when the program is not executing a data parallel loop. T h e local loop bounds trf a data parallel loop are likely t o be modified when the data is redistributed, since a processor is not likely to own exactly the same data both before and after remapping. At each remap point, the program must determine if there is a reason to remap. We assume .L detection mechanism that determines if load needs to be shifted away from any of the processors which #ire currently active, or if any of the skeleton processors can be made active. This detection mechanism is 1 he only operating system support our model assumes. All the processors synchronize a t the remap point and, if the detection mechanism determines that remappijig is required, data redistrrbution is done.
Runtime Support
In this section we discuss the runtime library we have developed for adaptive programs. The runtime library has been developed on top of an existing runtime library for structured and block structured (tpplica- 
Model for Adaptive Parallelism
In this section we discuss the programming model and the model of program execution our runtime library targets. We call a parallel programming system in which the number of available processors varies during the execution of a program an atfczptive programming environment. We refer to a program executed in such an environment as a n crdaptiw program.
We have chosen our model of program execution with two main conct'rns:
We want a model which is practical for developing and running common scientific and engineering applications and, b We want to develop adaptive programs that are portable across many existiitg parallel programming systems. This implies that the adaptive programs and the runtime support developed for them should rcquire minimal operating system support.
T h e application programmers should be able t o convert their existing parallel programs (for static environments) for execution in an adaptive parallel programming environment with minimal effort.
We restrict our work to parallel programs using the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) model Qf execution. An exaniple of a simple d a t a parallel program that can be easily transformed into a parallel program that can be executed in SPMD mode is shown in Figure We discuss the functionality of the existing library and then present the extensions that were implemented to support adaptive parallelism. We refer to the new library, with extensions for adaptive parallelism, as Adaptive Multiblock PARTI (AMP).
Multiblock PARTI
This runtime library can be used in optimizing communication and partitioning work for d a t a parallel codes in which d a t a distribution, loop bounds and/or strides are unknown a t compile-time and indiredon arrays are not. used.
In summary, the runtime library has routines for three sets of tasks: 0 Defining data distribution at runtime; this includes maintaining a distributed array desccip tor (DAD) which can be used by communication generation and work partitioning routines.
0 Performing communication when the data distribution, loop bounds and/or strides are unknown a t compile-time and, 0 Partitioning work (loop iterations) when data distribution, loop bounds and/or strides are unknown a t compile-( ime.
In this runtime system, comniunication is performed in two phases. First, a. subroutine is called t o build a communication schedule that describes the required data motion, and then another subroutine is called to perform thc: d a t a motion (sends and receives on a distributed memory parallel machine) using a previously built schedule. Such an arrangement allows a schedule to be used multiple times in an iterative code.
To illustrate the functionality of the runtime routines for communica.tion analysis. consider a single statement forall loop as specified in HPF. This is a parallel loop in which loop bounds and strides associated with any loop variable caunot be functions of any other loop variable [9] . If there is only i~ single array on the right hand side,, and all subscripts are affine functions of the loop variables, then t.his forall loop can be thought as copying a rectilinear section of d a t a from the right ha.ncl side array into the left hand array, potentdly involving changes of offsets and strides and index permutation. We refer to such communication as a regular section move. The library includes a regular section move routine, [legular_SectioniMove_ScIrtd, that can analyze the cornmunication associated with a copy from a right hand side array t o lefl hand side array when dat.a distribution, loop bounds and/or strides are not known a t compile-time.
Another form of support provided by the Multiblock PARTI library is to distribute loop iterations and transform global distributed arrays references into The library routines are used for determining work partitioning (loop bounds) and for determining and optimizing communication between the processors. The function Comyute-TransposeSchedu~e~~ is shorthand for a call t o the Regular-SectionMove-Sched routine, with the parameters set to do a transpose for a two dimensional dist.ributed array. The schedule generated by this routine is then used by the Data-Move routine for transposing the array B and storing the result in t he array Temp. Functions LocalLower-Bound and Local-lfpper-Bound are used to partition the data parallel loop across processors, using the DA 1).
Adaptive M u l t i b l o c k PARTI
The existing functionality of the Multiblock PARTI library was useful for developing adaptive programs in several ways. If the number of processors on which a data parallel loop is to be executed is not known a t compile-time, it is not possible for the compiler to analyze the communication, and in some cases, even the work partitioning.
Several extensions were required to the existing library to provide the required functionality for adaptive programs. When the set of processors OIL which the program executes changes a t runtime, all active processors must obtain information about which processors are active and how the data is distributed across the set of active processors. To deal with only some of the processors being active at any time during execution of the adaptive program, the implementation of Adaptive Multihlock PARTI uses the notion of physical numbering and logical numbering of processors. If p is the number of processors that can possibly be active during the execution of the program, each such processor is assigned a unique physical processor number between 0 and p -1 before starting program execution. If we let c be the number of processors that are active a t a given point during execution of a program, then each of these active processors is assigned a unique logical processor number between 0 and c -1. The mapping between physical and processor numbers and logical processor numbers for active processors is updated at remap points.
Information about data distributions is available at each processor in the Distributed Array Descriptors (DADs). However, DADS only stmore the total size in each dimension for each distributed array. The exact part of the distributed array own'ed by an active processor can be det,ermined using ! he logical processor number of the processor. Each processor maintains information about what physical procmsor corresponds to each logical proct:ssor number ai, any time. 'I'he mapping from logical processor number to physical processors is used for communicating data between processors.
In summary, the additional functionality irnplemented in AMP over that available in Multihlock PARTI is as follows:
0 Routines for consistently u pdating the logical processor numbering when it has been detected that redistribution is required.
0 Routines for redistributing dat,a at remap points and, 0 Modified communication analysis and data-move routines to incorporate information about the logical processor numbering.
The communication required for redistributing data at a remap point depends upon the logical processor numberings before and after redistribution. Therefore, after it has been decided that remapping is cequired all processors must obtain the new logical processor numbering. The detection routine, after determining that data redistribution is required, decides upon a new logical processor numbering of the processors which will bi: active. The detection routine informs all the processors which were either active before remapping or will be active after remapping of t,he new logical numbering. It also informs the processors which will be active after remapping about the existing logical numbering (processors that, are active before remapping will already have this information). These processors need this information for determining what portions of the distributed arrays they will receive from which physical processors. The communication analysis required for redistributing data was implemented by modifying the Multiblock PARTI RegulorSection-Move-Sched routine. The new routine takes both the new and old logical numbering as parameters. The analysis for determining the data to be sent by each procchssor is done using the new logical numbering (since data will be sent to processors with the new logical numbering) and the analysis for determining the data to be received is done using the old logical numbering (since data will be received from processors wit,h the 1)ld logical numbering). Figure 3 shows the example from Figure 2 pardlelized using AMP. 'The only difference from the nonadaptive parallel program is the addition of thc' detection and remap calls at the beginning of the tirrie step loop. The initial computation of the loop bounds and communication schedule are the same as in Figure 2 . The remap point is the beginning of the time-step loop. If remapping is to be performed at this point, the function Remap is invoked. Remap determines t,he new logical processor numbering, after it is known what processors are available and creates a new Data Access Descriptor (])AD). The RedistributeDuta routine redistributes the arrays A and B, using both the old and new DADs. After redistribution, the oltl DAD can be discarded. 'The new communication schedule and loop bounds are determined using the new DAD.
We have not shown the details of the memory allocation and deallocation for the data redistribution.
Experimental Results
To study the performance of the runtime routines and t o determine the feasibility of using an adaptive environment for data parallel programming, we have experimented with a Navier-Stokw solver templat,e. This template is extracted from it multiblock computational fluid dynamics application that solves the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations over a 3D surface (multiblock 'rLNS3D) [14] . In this code, the major computation is performed inside a (sequent i d ) timestep loop. For each of the parallel loops in the major computational part of the code, the loop bounds and communication patterns do not change across iterations of the time-step loop when. the code is run in a static environment. Thus comnininication schedules can be generat,ed before t,he first iteration of the timestep loop and can be used for all time steps, in a st,at,ic environment.
We modified the hand paralleli~ed version of this code to use t,he Adapt,ive Multib1ot:k PARTI routines. T h e adaptive pardlel processing environment in which our experiments were performed was a network of workstat.ions using PVM for message passing.
We considered executing the program on 12. 8, 4 or 1 workstations at any time. Remapping was possihle from any of these configurations to any other c-onfiguration. We measured the time required for one iteration of the time-step loop and the: cost of remapping from one configuration to another. 'The time required per iteration for each configuration and the t,ime required for remapping from one configuration to mother are presented i n Figure 4 . In this table, the second column shows the time per iteration, and columns 3 t o 6 show the time for remapping to 12, 8 , 4 and 1 processor configuration, respect,ivcly. The remapping cost includes the time required for redistributing the dat.a and the tin.ics required for building a new set. of communication schedules. These results show that the time required for remapping for this application is at most the time required for 3.5 tinic: steps.
Another interesting tradeoff occurs when additional processors beconit, available for running the program. A useful factor to determine is the number of iterations of the time-step loop that m u s t still be executed so that it will be profitable to rcmap from fewer to a greater number of processors. Using the t.imings shown in Figure 4 , we show the results in Figure 5 . This figure shows t.hat if the program will continue to run for several more time-steps, remapping from almost any configuration to any other larger configuration is likely t o be profitable. [8] , a process or a task running on a machine can be migrated to other machines or processors. However, MPVM does not provide any mechanism for redistribution of data across the remaining processors when a data parallel program has t o be withdrawn from one of the processors. Another system called lJser Level Processes (ULP) [la] has also bren developed. This system provides light-weight user level tasks. Each of these tasks can he migrated from one machine to another, but, only coarse grained load bala.ncing can be obtained when a parallel program needs to be executed on a smaller number of processors. Piranha [7] is a system developed on top of Linda [4]. In this system, the application programmer has to write functions for adapting to a change in the number of available processors. Programs written in this system use a master-slave model and the master coordinates relocation of slaves. Data Parallel C: and its compilation system [ I l l have been designed for load balancing on a network of heterogeneous machines. The system requires cont.inuous monitoring of the progress of the programs executing on each machine. Experimental results have shown that this involves a significant overhead, even when no load balancing is required [Ill.
Conclusions
In this paper we have addressed the problem of developing applications for execution in an adaptive pardle1 programming environment, meaning an environment in which the number of processors available varies at runtime. We have considered only Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) parallel programs. Since the same program text is run on all the processors, remapping a program t o include or exclude processors only involves remapping the (parallel) data used in the program. The only operating system support required in our model is for detecting the availability (or lack of availability) of processors. We have presented the features of Adaptive Multiblock PARTI, which provides runtime support that. can be used for developing adaptive parallel programs. We have pre- sented experimental results on a hand parallellzed Navier-Stokes solver template run on a network of workstations, using PVM for low-level message passing in the library.
